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Ben Brown Fine Arts is proud to host the first UK exhibition of work by Dutch artist Jan Worst.
Running from February 3rd to April 10th 2010 (Private View on February 2nd: 6.00-8.00 pm), this will
be a unique opportunity for the viewers to immerse themselves in the artist’s rich and multilayered
universe.
An extremely meticulous painter, Jan Worst paints very few paintings a year, making this an
extremely ambitious project in its scale, with a total of eight works included in the exhibition. He
produces collage-like paintings where collected cut outs from various magazines are carefully
transferred onto the canvas to create film-noire like film stills.
The Artist and His Work
Born in Hereenveen in 1953, Jan Worst has dedicated his artistic career to the exploration of the
infinite possibilities of paint. Incredibly rich, layered and complex, his stunning large-scale canvases
can seem at first depictions of the interiors of palaces and residences, glossy renditions of an equally
glossy milieu. Worst’s paintings are rich in colours with infinite details and present the tactility of
tapestry from past centuries.
His paintings upon close examination reveal a significantly disquieting and multi-layered series of
undertones, with languorous young women and wide-eyed children inhabiting incongruously these
otherwise “perfect” spaces. The viewer becomes trapped as voyeur as he stumbles across these
meticulously staged scenes in elaborate settings. These scenes are set in stately European homes full
of aristocratic tradition. Through his virtuoso use of paint, Worst creates an almost photographic
image, making the juxtaposition between space and inhabitant all the more intriguing.
The gap between photography, as a dominant contemporary medium and tapestry as a defunct
ancient one, is bridged by Worst by means of painting. Painting existed before tapestry was invented
and continues to exist long after tapestry faded, and likewise painting continued unabated after the
rise of photography and perhaps, dare whisper it, may remain after its demise as an artistic medium.
In a work such as Late Lives Worst pays homage to that long-standing trope of Dutch Golden Age art,
paintings-within-paintings, one which is always satisfying just in itself. But as always Worst’s
tweaked version of tradition ends up being more subversive and paradoxical than reassuring. Are
these portraits related to the humans amongst them, are they relatives, enemies, or both, has the
wealth that they were presumably partly responsible for in their time now been usurped and
misplaced, or are they just anonymous portraits from some decorator? Worst relishes the technical
challenge of such paintings-in-paintings just as he adores that repeated display of perspectival depth
which is one of his signature devices.
For further details please contact: Benedetta Ghione on +44 (0)207 734 8888 or
benedetta@benbrownfinearts.com
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